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P A R T I T I O N S I N T E R N A R S 
VACLAV HAVEL 
Received March 7, 1966 
A ternar is defined as a quintuple T = (Sx, S2, S3, S0, T) where Sx, 82, 
S3, S0 are nonempty sets and r is a mapping of S. X S2 x S3 into S0. 
By A(T) we denote the set of ail (u, v) e S3 X S0 for whicli a t least one 
(x, y) e Sx X #2 exist- such tha t r(x, y, u) = v. 
Let a ternar T = (Sx, 82, S3, S0, T) be given. We shall investigate 
the following conditions: 
(1) There exist an element o e S3 and an injection £ : S.Z-~>S0 such 
t ha t r(x, y, o) = | (u) holds for all (x, y) e 8X x 82. 
(2) Every equation r(x, y, u) = v has a unique solution x e 8X for 
each triple (y, u, v) e S2 x S3 X S0. 
(3) Every equation r(xx, yx, u) = r(x2, y2, u) has a unique solution 
u e S3 for any distinct pairs (xx, yx), (x2, y2) e 8X X S2. 
(4) Every pair of equations r(x, y, ut) = v{ (i = 1, 2) has a unique 
solution (x, y) e 8X x S2 for any (ux, vx), (u2,v2) e A(T) with distinct 
Uj,U2. 
The geometric meaning of conditions (1)—(4) can be described as 
follows. 
Proposition 1. Let T = (8X, 82, S3, S0, r) be a ternar. We shall 
call the pairs (x, y) e SxxS2 the "points" and the sets L(u, v) = 
= {(#> y) I T(#> 21, w) = #}, (w, #) e A(T) ujill be termed the "lines". Then 
condition (i) is equivalent with condition (i), i = 1, 2, 3, 4, where: 
(V) There exist an element o e S3 and an injection £ : 82 -> $ 0 such 
tha t F(O, £(«/)) = {(#, ?/) | x e Sx} for all y e S2. 
(2') For all (c, w, t;) e S2xSsxS0, the intersection of L(w, v) and 
{(#> 21) I y = c} contains exactly one point. 
(3') To any two distinct points, there exists exactly one pair (u, v) e 
e MT) such tha t the line L(u, v) contains the given points. 
(4') Any two lines L(ux, vx), L(u2, v2) with ux ^ u2 intersect in exactly 
one point. 
The proof is omitted. 
By a partition in a ternar T = (Sx, S2, S3, S0, r) is meant a quadruple 
P = (0>x, 0>z, 03,0Q) where 0>{ is a parti t ion in S; for i = 1, 2, 3, 0; [1], 
p . 42 and [2], p . 14, respectively. If, in particular, 2fii is a parti t ion on Si 
for i = 1, 2, 3 then P is said to be a partition on T. If, for each (Px, 
•*V JP3)
 e ^ i X ^ 2 X ^ 3 , a P0 e0>o exists with T(P1? P2, P3) c P0 then 
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P is said to be generating. If P is a generating partition in T then a 
factorternar TjP = (Px, P2, P3, P0, xjP) is well-defined with T (P l r 
P2, P3) £ TjP (Px, P2, P3) e 2P0 for each (Px, P2, P3) e 0>x x 0>2 X 0>z. A 
generating par t i t ion P in T is called (i)-permitting if T/P satisfies the 
condition (i) where * = 1, 2, 3, 4. 
If P = ( ^ , 3P2, ^ 3 , ^ 0 ) and Q = ( J 1 ? J 2 , J 3 , J 0 ) are par t i t ions in 
a ternar T = (S1? S?, S3, S0, T) one defines sup (P, Q) = (sup (0*x, -2 I) r 
sup ( ^ a , J 2 ) , sup ( ^ 3 , J 3 / , sup ( ^ 0 , J>0) and inf (P Q) - (inf ( ^ , J x ) , 
inf ( ^ 2 , J 2 ) , inf' (0>3, J23), inf ( ^ 0 , J 0 ) ) where, in the second case, the 
existence of iniima on the right side mus t be supposed; for the no t ion 
of supremum and infimum, cf. [1], pp. 43—45 and [2], pp. 15—18. 
In the sequel we shall find some algebraic properties of generating 
or (e)-permitting par t i t ions in a ternar (i = 1, 2, 3. 4). 
Propositon 2. Let P = (0>l9 0>2, 0>9, 0>o) and Q = ( J l 5 J22, J 3 , J20) 
be generating partitions in a ternar T = (Sx, S2, S3, S0, T) . a) If inf (P, Q) 
exists then it is generating too. b) If P and Q are generating partitions 
on T then sup (P, Q) is generating too. c) For generating partitions P, Q 
in T, sup (P, Q) is, in general, not generating. 
Proof , a) Le t P^Qi be an arbi trary element of inf (&i, 2Lj) where 
Pie0
>
i and Q{ e J ? ; ; i = 1, 2, 3. Then T(P1 ? P2, P3) <= P0 and 
^($i> ©2' Qz) — Co ^ o r uniquely determined elemerfts P0e^0, Q0eM^ 
so that T(PX(\QX, P2flQ2, P3fl03) <= P0n$o- Thus inf (P, Q) mus t be 
generating. 
b) Le t P and Q be generating on T. Let At-, B? be two elements of 0>{ 
which belong to the same element of sup (^- , j2?;); i = 1, 2, 3. Conse-
quently , for each i = 1, 2, 3 there exists a "chaining sequence" At = 
= Aj, C j , Ai, Oj, . . . , Airt = Bi with Aj-e^ and C) e £it where 
every two consecutive members have a nonemp ty intersection. Wi thout 
loosing generality, we may suppose that rx = r2 = r3 = r. To each 
triple (Aj, Af, A?) and (Cj, Cf, CJ), respectively, there exists an element 
A? e0>o and C? e J 0 , respectively, such tha t T (A}, Af, Af) c ^ a n d 
T(CJ , Cf, Of) £ O°. From this it follows t h a t A°0 and A? lie "in the same 
element of sup (2P0, -20). Consequently , for arbitrarily given elements 
D{ e sup (0>it -2^), i = 1, 2, 3, there exists an element D0 e sup ( ^ 0 , «20) 
such t ha t T(Dx, D2, D3) £ D0. Thus sup (P, Q) must be generating. 
c) Choose a ternar T = (Sx. S2, S3, S0, T) such t ha t Sx = {a, &}> 
S2 = {c, d}, S.s = {e}, S0 = {/, g, h, h} and T (« , C, e) = / , T (« , d, e) = gy 
x(b, c, e) = A, T(6 , d, e) = k. Further , let 0>x = {{a}}, ^ 2 = {{c}}, ^ 3 = 
-= {{«}}, ^ o - {{/}} and J , = {{b}}, <22 = {{<*}}, J 3 = {{e}}, <20 = {{k}}. 
Then P = ( ^ , ^ 2 , ^ 3 , ^ 0 ) and Q = (J21? J 2 , J23, J20) are generating 
but sup (P, Q) = ({{a}, {&}}, {{c}, {<*}}, {{e}}, {{/}, {&}}) is not generating 
because of T(a, d, e) = g and T (6, c, e) = h. 
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Proposition 3. Let P = (0>x, SP2, <P3, 0>o) and Q = (£x, J 2 , jg„ J 0 ) 
be generating partitions in a temar T = (Sx, S2, S3, S0, r). J/ 
(5) U -?»= U ft fori= V2,3 
^en inf (P, Q) and sup (P, Q) are generating too. 
The proof follows by modifying of the proof of Proposition 2ab. 
Note. A n-nar can be defined as a sequence T = (Sx, . . . , Sn, S0, r) 
where Sx, . . . , Sn, S0 are nonempty sets and r a mapping of Sx x . . . X Sn 
into S0. The notion of a partition in (on) T or of a generating partition 
in (on) T can be introduced analogously as by ternars. Then Propositions 
2—3 and the idea of their proofs remain valid also in the case if Tis 
a n-nar and P, Q are generating partitions in T. 
Proposition 4. Let a temar T = (Sx, S2, #3, S0, r) satisfy condition (1). 
Let P = (SPX, SP2, SPZ, SP0) be a generating partition in T. Then P is 
(I)-permitting. Proof. Let 0 ESPZ contain the element o e S3. For each 
pair (X, Y) e ESPXX0>Z, one obtains {£(*/) \ y e Y} ^ r(X, Y, 0) c 
T/P(K, Y, 0). Thus we" can define an injection | /P : ̂ 2 - > ^ 0 i n such 
a way that f/P(7) = f/P(X, Y, 0). 
Proposition 5. Let P = (SPX, SP2,SPZ, SP0) be a (2)-permitting partition 
on a temar T = (Sx, S2, S3, S0, r). Let P satisfy the condition (2). Then 
r(Px, P2, P3) E0ofor all triples (Px, P2, P3) E0xX02X0>3. 
Proof. To each triple (Px, P2, P3) e SPX XSP2 X 0Z, there exists exactly 
one P0 ESP0 such that r(Px, P2, P3) £ P{. But for each (p2, pz, p0) E 
E P2XP3XP0 there exists exactly one px e Sx such that T(Pl5 P2, p3) = 
= IV I f Px eP[ E0X, P[ ^ Px then r(P{, P2, P2) c P0 and conse-
quently, Pi = Px by the assumption that P is (2)-permitting. This 
contradiction finishes the proof. 
Proposition 6. Let P = (SPX, SP2,SPZ, SP0) be a (2)-permitting partition 
in a temar T = (Sx, S2, S3, S0, T). Suppose that for each (Px ,P2,PZ, P0) e 
ESPXXSP2XSPZXSP0 with P0 c r(Px, P2, P3), the following condition 
is fulfilled: 
(6) To each p0 E P0, there exists a (px, p2, pd) e Px X P2 X P3 such 
that r(px, p2, pz) = p0. 
Then r(Px, P2, P3) e@0 for each triple (Px, P2, P3) e ^ X ^ X ^ V 
The proof follows by a slight modification of the proof of Proposition 5 . 
Proposition 7. Let P = (0>x, 02, SPZ, SP0) and Q = (£x, j22, j 3 , J20> 
be (2)-permitting partitions in a temar T = (Sx, S2, Sz, S0, r) which 
satisfies condition (2). a) Suppose that inf (P, Q) exists. Then it iB 
(2)-permitting too. b) If P and Q are partitions on T then snp (P, Q) 
is (2)-permitting too. 
Proof, a) Let Pj fi Q§ e inf (0
>
j, Qfrj = 2, 3,0. Then there exist uniquely 
determined elements Px e SPX and Qx E £X satisfying r\P(Px, P2, P3) = P0 
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and x\&(Ql9 Q29 Qz) = (^respectively. From this it follows that there 
is exactly one element Px n Qx e inf (0X, £LX) such that T/inf (P, Q) 
(P! n Ql9 P2 fl $2 , P3 n Qs) =
 Po n #0 so that inf (P, Q) is (2)-permitting. 
b) We shall show that, for arbitrarily given (Y, U, V) e sup (02, J 2) X 
Xsup (^3X J 3 )x sup (0O, J 0 ) , there is a unique X e sup (0
>
1, Jx) such 
that T/sup (P, Q) (K, Y, U) = V. Choose arbitrary elements Pj e P?; 
i = 1, 2; j = 2, 3, 0 and suppose that P[ and P| lie simultaneously 
in the same element of sup (0,j,^j); j = 2, 3, 0. Thus, for j = 2, 3, 0, 
there exists a chaining sequence P{ = A0, B
?
0, A{, B{, . . . A/. = P| 
where A{ e 0>j9 B{ eJS?, and A\ n Bj. ^ i> ̂  A{.+1 n Pi (4 = 0, 1, . . .', r^). 
Without loosing generality we may suppose that r2 = r.A = r0 = r. 
Further, wre find uniquely determined elements A J, PJ, . . ., A\ of ^ or 
Jgx, respectively, satisfying T/P(A£, A?, Af) = A? or x\Q(B\, B|, Bf) = 
= B°k, k = 0, 1, . . . , r. From this it follows that A
1, BJ, . . . , A J is 
a chaining sequence between A0 and Aj (any two consecutive membres 
must intersect) so that A J and A} belong to the same element of 
sup (0l9 J2J. Consequently, sup (P, Q) must be (2)-permitting. 
Proposition 8. Let P = (0>l9 029 0>z, 0>o) and Q = ( J , J 2 , J 3 , £Q) 
be two (3) -permitting partitions in a ternar T = (Sx, 82, S3, S0, T) satisfying 
condition (3). a) J/ there exists inf (P, Q) then it is (3)-permitting too. 
b) / / P and Q are partitions on T then sup (P, Q) is (^-permitting too. 
Proof, a) We shall show that the equation T/inf (P, Q) (K1? Yx, U) = 
== T/inf (P, Q)(K2 , Y2, U) has a unique solution Ueinf(^3, J 3 ) 
for arbitrarily given distinct (Xx, Yx), (K2, Y2)emf(^
,
1, j - j x 
Xinf (02, j22). The elements Xl9 Yl9 X2, Y2 have the forms P\(\Q\, 
P\(\Q\, P\(\Q\, P i n C | , w h e r e ^e^j a n d ei^i f o r *> i = ! ? .
2 -
There exist uniquely determined elements Uxe03, ( 7 2 e i 3 satisfying 
T/P(Pf, P j , Ux) = T/P(Pf, P | , Ux) or T/Q(Qi, Q\, U2) =- T/9(6f, <2|, U%), 
respectively. The starting equation has a unique solution Ux fl U2 6 
€ i n f ( ^ 3 , J 3 ) . 
b) We have to show that the equation T/sup (P, Q) (Xx, Yx, U) = 
= T/sup (P, Q) (K2, Y2, U) has precisely one solution U e sup (03, M3) 
for arbitrarily given distinct (Xx, Yx), (X2, Y2) esnio (0X, J2X)X 
xsup (02, J£2). I t suffices to prove that for any Ai9 B{ e0x contained 
in X( and for any C(, D{ E02 contained in Yi9 the elements Ex, E% E03 
determined uniquely by r/P(-40 Ci9 E{) = x\P(Bi9 Di9 E{)'9 i = 1,2 lie 
in the same element of sup (02, i?3). But this result follows from the 
existence of chaining sequences of common length between Ax and .A2, 
Gt and U2, Bx and B2, Dx and D2, respectively, analogously to the proof 
of Proposition 6b. 
Proposition 9. Let P •=-= (0>x, 02, 0Bi 0>o) be a partition on a ternar 
T = (Sl9 S2, S3, S0, X) which satisfies condition (4). Let there exist /pairs 
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(ux, vx), (u%, v2) e A(T) such that ux, u% are distinct elements of the same 
element of £P3 whereas vx and v2 have to belong to distinct elements of 0*Q. 
Then P is not generating. 
Proof. The assumptions state that, for i = 1, 2, u{ e U e£Pz and 
vieVie &Q where ux =?-= u% and Vx -^ V2. By (4), there is exactly 
one (x, y) e SxxS2 such that r(x, y, u{) = v{ for i = 1, 2. Let X e£?x 
contain a: and let F e ^ contain y. Thus T(X, Y, U) contains an element 
of Vx and simultaneously an element of V2 ^ Vi so that P does not 
be generating. 
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